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The world needs more and cleaner energy
The world needs LNG.
Existing terminal solutions are too expensive
UTS® jettyless transfer system

PATENTED WORLDWIDE. ALL IPR OWNED BY CONNECT LNG.
UTS® jettyless transfer system

- Minimal footprint
- Significant cost savings
- Short Lead Time
- Re-location is simple
First UTS – “la Santa Maria”

Client and partner:
Naturgy
First UTS – “la Santa Maria”
Day 0 – Empty site
Day 1 – Installation
Day 2 – Naming Ceremony
Day 3 – LNG transfer
End of day 4 – empty site
First UTS – “la Santa Maria”
Application areas

- Ship to onshore facility
- LNGC to FSU/FSRU
- Small-scale re-export
- Bunkering
UTS for bunkering
UTS for large scale applications
Enabling cleaner energy on a global scale

GO JETTYLESS - with UTS®

Universal Transfer System by Connect LNG